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ABSTRACT 

As an industry practitioner whom has long since been away from 

academic activities I do not have a wealth of experience writing 

research papers.  However, I have both field experience and a 

keen interest in the topic of playful experiences on a mobile 

device.  Specifically, I have extensively studied mobile device 

user behavior and have also been responsible for setting user 

experience targets to define “fun” in a mobile device creation 

project.  Furthermore, I am interested in what specific aspects are 

needed for a user to have a playful experience as well as how to 

convert a typically unhappy situation into a playful experience 

with the aid of a mobile device.   

General Terms 

Documentation, Performance, Experimentation, Human Factors, 

Standardization, Theory, Verification. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Through studying the behavior and mobile device interaction of 

humans across a wide spectrum of geographical, psychological 

and financial segments I have witnessed several instances of 

playful experiences with a mobile device.  Analyzing these studies 

caused me to ask further questions which in turn led to developing 

a desire to understand the different aspects that lead to a user 

interpreting an experience as playful.  In addition, I believe 

continued investigation and discussion could help to uncover 

what, and how, general principles can be applied to convert 

unpleasant experiences to playful experiences with the aid of a 

mobile device. 

2. FIELD EXPERIENCE 
As an industry practitioner, I have been involved in studying 

human behavior and interaction with mobile devices for more 

than seven years.  This experience includes but is not limited to 

the following activities: 

1. Long term user trials which involved users interacting 

with a mobile device and providing semi-structured 

feedback for a period of ninety to one hundred twenty 

days. 

2. Semi structured interviews of sixty to ninety minutes in 

length focusing on a specific mobile device or a feature 

or subset of features in a mobile device.  

3. Online electronic questionnaires gathering information 

about a wide range of aspects related to mobile device 

usage. 

4. Focus groups evaluating mobile device concepts. 

Through the study of several individuals, behaviors, regions, 

cultures, products and features I have witnessed several instances 

of playful experiences with a mobile device. 

In addition, I have worked on a project to develop a mobile 

telephone with five key selling points; one of these selling points 

was termed “fun.”  In this project I was responsible for defining 

the user experience targets that would be measured to evaluate if 

the mobile device reached the goal of being a fun device. 

3. AREAS OF INTEREST 

3.1 What makes an experience playful? 
Since the beginning of time people have been constantly 

encountering experiences of all kinds.  With the introduction of 

mobile devices, experiences naturally extended into a new realm.  

It is in this realm, that I have a great interest to understand what 

aspects lead to a user interpreting an experience as playful. 

In a self observed case study, I witnessed one example of a playful 

experience which provides some insight into this question.  I was 

invited to the home of an acquaintance for an evening of game 

playing.  In total there were four people involved, and the method 

of gaming in use was a standard deck of playing cards.  As the 

group proceeded to enjoy themselves through card playing, I 

witnessed an interesting activity taking place in parallel.  The 

host’s of the event, a husband and wife, were increasing pre-

occupied with their personal mobile phones.  Both individuals 

were constantly drawn to their separate mobile devices for brief 

moments of interaction while smiling, laughing and clearly 

enjoying themselves.  This pre-occupation reached a level where 

it was distracting them from the game of cards at hand and 

consequently causing many delays to the game.  Naturally, the 

others in the group became curious and enquired why the mobile 

phones were providing so much fun.  The answer, to my surprise, 

the husband and wife were playing a digital version of the classic 
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word game Scrabble® with each other.  Scrabble is a word game 

in which two to four players score points by forming words from 

individual lettered tiles on a game board marked with a 15-by-15 

grid. The words are formed across and down in crossword and 

must appear in a standard dictionary. [1]   

 

Figure 1. Scrabble® on a mobile device user interface 

 

In summary, the hosts who invited a group to play card games 

together were having such a fulfilling playful experience through 

mobile devices that they lost focus of the playful experience with 

the group and physical gaming.   

While it is true that a number of aspects made the mobile device 

experience playful in the above mentioned situation, it is my 

conclusion that one aspect above all others defined the experience 

as playful.  That aspect is: suspense.  The users were engaged in 

an experience which consisted of a series of moves, wherein after 

the user provided input to the device, they were left waiting for 

the device/playing partner to respond. After each move made in 

the game, the user waited like a dog awaiting a masters command, 

for the device to give audible and visual feedback that again they 

could give input and start the next series of moves in the game. 

Much like the aspect of suspense, I believe there are several other 

key factors which are used to define a playful experience and 

these elements should be utilized to improve the playfulness 

offered from a mobile device. 

3.2 Using a mobile device to convert a disliked 

experience into a playful experience 
Once a week I am faced with the daunting task of visiting the food 

market to buy supplies for the upcoming days.  This task is 

viewed as a necessary evil, a waste of time, and generally 

anything but fun.  It is also true that during this weekly ritual, I 

am always in possession of a mobile device.  Like many people in 

this day and age the mobile telephone is a extension of the person 

and accompanies the person at all times. 

Knowing these facts, the question can be asked: How can a 

mobile device be used to turn the disliked experience of shopping 

for food into a playful experience? 

In this particular example, the mobile device can be used as a bar 

code scanner to provide a wide range of playful experiences.  For 

example, the food shopper can scan the bar codes of the products 

they are interested in to see fun facts or humorous anecdotes about 

the product.  In another example, the barcode scan could provide 

input into a “shoppers” version of the game Bingo, where a 

combination of the digits in the barcode translates into a value on 

the Bingo card.  This card is then used to play against a virtual 

gaming community of local or global members.  

Bingo is a game of chance with randomly drawn numbers which 

players match against numbers that have been pre-printed on 5x5 

matrices. The matrices may be printed on paper, card stock or 

electronically represented and are referred to as cards. Many 

versions conclude the game when the first person to achieve a 

specified pattern from the drawn numbers. The winner is usually 

required to call out the word "Bingo!" which alerts the other 

players and caller of a possible win. [2] 

 

Figure 2. A playful experience while shopping 

The use of a mobile device in the way described above could 

convert the disliked task of food shopping into a playful 

experience.  Further investigation and discussion could help to 

uncover what, and how, general principles can be applied to 

convert unpleasant experiences to playful experiences with the aid 

of a mobile device. 

4. LOOKING FORWARD 
I believe as mobile phone saturation continues and more people 

are in constant possession of such devices, playful experiences on 

the mobile device will rapidly evolve.  One area of evolution that 

should be very interesting is the enabling and triggering of 

playfulness when least expected.  Playfulness is often regarded as 

a necessity as well as an energy release, what better way to enable 

this necessity then allowing a user to turn a mundane situation 

into a playful situation via the mobile device. 

Furthermore, playfulness is often shaped by the perception of an 

individual.  In this sense, the customizable elements and 

personalization options of a mobile device offer the potential of a 

rich playful experience enhanced by unique user perception. 



5. CONCLUSIONS 
Surely there is the possibility to deeply discuss the different 

aspects that lead to a user interpreting an experience as playful as 

well as how unpleasant experiences can be converted to playful 

experiences with the aid of a mobile device.  The field experience 

I have gained as an industry practitioner can contribute valuable 

insights related to the topic of playful experiences. 
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